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Dear Js, 

Returned, tired and angry, from a very successful trip. Angry because the friend for 
whom, in essence, I did the work, did not meet me at the airport and my car was parked at 
his place to save parking charges. Killed time. Home to find dying brother-in-law just 
dear and Lil with freshly-sprained but apparently very mild) ankle. And hours and hours 
of notes to type, at least 15 hours of interviews on tape. I'm less tied that I was, but 
7 , guess that is just because I au glad to be home. Backgrounded ass't city editor Knoxville 
0 ournal (request editor, who has been friendly) until 1 aim. and then up early for second 
interview James ::ay at jail (first late yesterday). Gave said asst c.e. two good stories 
will which I can do nothing. And that is the seat of the federal court in which the 
habeas corpus on which I was working will be heard. Great stuff for it, esp. on Foreman. 

This was a jailbird trip, after the TV show on which I got Frank so uptight he finally 
said he would say no more and took his lavalier mike off (he alone'had one). I love to 
head-to-head with finks officially supplied, for they spill, and he sure did! A whale 
dad at Leavenworth, including the 04 with the interesting handwriting (from whom a 
possible story already phoned to ODN friend for initial checking pending tranecription 
of tapes, the part I thought they'd like is how he was walked out of jail by the jailor. 
He gaveme a map showing where he bid some of the pieces of hacksaw blades -inside  the 
jail! His case worker confirms his story that the federal charge against him is a bummer. 
His stuff on JER is dubious. At least that is my impression. However, on the more 
fascinating bit, John has a source he trusts who confirms. If it stacks, and only personal 
investigation for welch I've neither time nor funds can determine, it will be one of the 
more farout bits yet. JER denies -being in Quincy, Ili. 1 1/2 monthh before assassina-

tion, when he was in Lk, from the seemingly persuasive evidence. 
John will be used, is being used, to establish a very bad principle of law not yet 

John 
it 	

Can't go into all of it. Stoner was his lawyer, prepared no case, and  
it salted away. The appeals-court. decision, I'm told by the court-appointed lawyer, is 
one of the worst yet in every way, esp. on the rights of the accused and use of illegally- 
seized evidence. 50 page petition cert. now at U.S.Supreme Court, so there is little 
can do for John (who has an amazing memory and some of the juciest tales of Foreman, all 
quite independently confirmed by up to four people, all also taped). 

Each time I lean on him I get a bit more from JER, but not on the crime, really. The 
one thing I've wanted most ha's weakening on. But I don't have it. lie did deliver to me 
two of the more credible crooks who independently told me a fantastic story of the bugging 
of the Ray cell in hemphis, still used as a punishment cell. Those arrogant cops don't 
even hide it now One con found one bug in toilet, another one behind it, and another 
saw one being service, attached to a TV camera. Lights, etc., still in use. How do we 
know it was bugging, not squealing? From the gent whose cellmate never left the cell 
and who was raked over because of what he'd said in a whisper. I'm getting the locations 
and names of 12 to corroborate, 11 beaten by named cops and a jailer, including a named 
captain. 

I'm older and tireder, which I mean to be more than more tired, but it sure feels 
great to be able to set out on each trip and come back with what I went for, in this case, 
again, with ever so much more than I'd hoped for. If ony I were a young may of 50-55 again! 
This stuff ought be great in court, but I'm not doing the transcribing, nor is Lil. It 
is particularly reassuring because interviewed each of the witnesses independently, used 
tapes continuously to show no editing, and they make clear I was not leading witnesses. If 
they are of the lower depths, I think they'll hold. again the man who insisted to Jerry 
that he be called The Texas Tiger! (That's what they call inc in Texas, especially in Houston) 

Gotta knock this off and bed. I started to acknowledge your prescient hay 7 and 
say I'll go haver the enclosed goodies as I can. I'm also taking Frank apart, visualizing 
the possibility of a civil suit, which can be the open back door. That takes time. It 
is particularly fascinating because I can understand what he did not in uncritical but 
polished and smooth use of what he wasfed. The on-theseot frame was clumsy, but the 
rest seems more sophisticated, if I correctly understand what he did not. I did all the 
reading of it on this trip on planes. 

I didn't realize I'd sent you Dick Whalen's story. I knew I'd sent what I didn't have 
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time to read.I've known him since 1966. He is a conservative Catholic, wrote The Founding 
Father, has the rep of being a good investigative reporter, and for some years prior to 
joining (and quitting) Nixon was with the Institute for Defense ')-tudies in D.C. I thlnk 
he is back there. You say what I'd expect him to believe. But it did take character to 
guot when wuitting meant giving up a good job and a big rep. For your "We still feel his 
fundamental response to the offensive of the Liberation forvces in Veitnam is still to 
come and could be catastrophic," a curt bow and a swirling cape! I've been out of touch 
except for the five minute (really 3) b'casts 1  heard while driving, which means I've 
been completely out of touch. I heard enought to remind you of my not-distant usage of 
Strangelovians. These men are not just evil; they are also insane, 

Frank was theea. Eason was silk. Frank ducked confrontation in ha by showing up 
ahead of time and saying that was his only free tine. I was then driving back from step-
father's funeenal, 5/3. But when I got to St. L 5/6,.a dub awaited. Still a few decent 
reporters left. 

Limpy says there was a long Sunday piece. She did not know I had veritten the hbove. 
In addition to what she feels in the ankle, ESP? in time, I'll send. 

ixon/assassinee; have you forgotten one was acquitted? There is nothing he won(t 
copy and nothing he can copy well. Bu doubt potential assassin would go to Cuba, unless nits. 
(In the mail to be answered, note from reader whose enighbor confesses part in CIA. 1960 
plot vs. Castro.) 

Hoover couldn't be autopsied because it would Pratte he and his doctor were liars, 
that he was not in good health, that he did have and knew he did have this condition, 

You were right in estienting a worthy successor would be found. Saw part of a press 
conference on TV ronight. Only the style will be different, his words. Remarkably, among 
the differences he said would account for this is that he is married, father and g'father. 

I've been dipping a Scoth. Bottom glass, bottom letter(Percy Foreman drinks water-
glasses of it down like water, with no chaser, no visible reaction, so in that dept he 
excells). 

I'll be catching uo gradually, probably sending a few copies of notes as I get to 
oh  them, by the way, AP moved a story out of Birmingham in 1963, with. a. 	showing 
X. 'ling hanging in effigy before the local National States Rights Tarty lig. I found the 

picture in the Post-Dispatch margue. It was but on the wire with the caption referring 
this generally to the 1963 piece. If no trouble, I'd like. I met and was on the program 

with Stoner, not ruled out as involved. (Even the warden at Petros says he is "wors'n Hitler", 
having been handed an assortment of his campaign lit. about a month ago when that eminent 
barrister visited Jimmy.) In fact, I had lunch with him Sunday and he came to dinner as 
I was finishing. We were in the same hotel Kiss of death. And so sick. Only his laziness 
exceeds it. Twisted from birth, I'd imagine, Don't go to trouble of story. i have xerox 
of 1968 use, picture and caption. But that bag is still unpacked. I've emptied all bu the 

files. I have the recorders ready if I need them. And that TC 40 was wonderful and completely 
trouble free. Used Sony 120 cassettes. Had to get in rush. $3045 each. Wow The dozen 60s 
I'd ordered arrived after I left. They even included a wcsteful carrying case. Wasteful 
of space, that is. I thought of you often, and with gratitude! 

Best 


